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1. Outline

The Fourth Industrial Revolution and its attendant technology and convenience are

enhancing life in every aspect. “Property technology” is a term frequently term in real

estate today. Smart real estate, the sharing economy, financial technology, and more;

these are all classed as property technology. More specific contexts of property

technology include the use of big data in market analysis and prediction, the use of

virtual reality and augmented reality in previewing property, the use of the internet of

things or drones in building control or safety management, and the use of blockchain

technology in preventing forgery.

Worldwide, real estate tops the different categories of asset in value. The explosive

growth in the use and adoption of the internet in the early 2000s triggered the dot-com

boom and advances in property technology, but the real estate market has always

been slow to react to technology. But that is now about to change, take the United

States for example.

E-commerce is already entrenched in its real estate market. You can find rooms,

apartments, or houses for rent on Airbnb, and you can find shared office spaces on

WeWork. There’s also CasaOne, which does furniture rentals. Then there’s Zeus Living,

where professionals on business trips can rent fully furnished homes.

When someone’s on the market to buy a house, the biggest task is finding what you

want. Today, the millennials account for the most home purchases in the United States.

Also called Generation Y, the millennials are people born between the early 1980s and

the early 2000s. When looking for real estate for purchase, the millennials take to social

media rather than real estate agencies. The U.S. National Association of Realtors

released statistics that show that 81% of the oldest millennials found the houses they

bought in 2019 through such big data-powered mobile apps as Zillow, Trulia, and

Redfin.

Real estate is highly sought after for investment, its proponents praising it as 100%

infallible. But, investing in real estate requires a large sum of money up front, so much

larger than what is required for investing in shares or cryptocurrency, making breaking

into the real estate market much more difficult. To reduce this market entry barrier, there

are now blockchain technology-powered platforms that enable fractional investment in

real estate.
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Using one of these platforms, a business can publicly offer commercial real estate

like shares, and shares in real estate listed on such platforms can be sold as digital

securities. As investors can use such a platform to buy and sell securities issued pursuant

to management and disposition trust agreements on listed properties as well, they are

an investment solution that is convenient and enables direct investment. With property

technology there is no risk of forgery that exists in transactions involving paper

documentation because blockchain technology makes it impossible to manipulate

transaction histories. With property technology, there are also no fake listings, and the

online business it promotes keeps the fees lower.

The range of property technology in use today is vast and varied and includes

valuation using artificial intelligence and machine learning, customer management

software, agreements using blockchain technology, real estate crowdfunding platforms,

construction using 3D printing technology, and more. Also, with the COVID-19

pandemic’s impact on the way we live, it has led to the development of an ON-TACT

world. In just the last few years venture capitalists in the United States invested tens of

billions of dollars in proptech startups.

Commercialization of all these advanced technologies in the real estate market will

transform its traditional structure into a new one centered on online communication

and the sharing economy. The real estate market is one of markets with the most delay

in adopting advanced technology, and that is why its innovation through technology

will produce a massive impact, a powerful trend that will be irresistible.

Having spent years diligently working with real estate brokerage and investment

using big data, artificial intelligence, and blockchain technology, FLIP recognizes that it

must draw from its experience to create an environment for cooperation. Its business

model focuses on a constant pursuit of technological developments, sharing of the

financial resources that users need, and laying of the bridge that brings sellers and

buyers together to make a trade that leaves both parties happy.

All of FLIP’s technologies are blockchain-based for the maintenance of integrity,

availability, and confidentiality. FLIP is founded on a governance structure that is

democratic and efficient and is operated by a council of expert individuals and

organizations.



2. About Project FLIP

Blockchain is already widely utilized worldwide in a wide range of areas, one of them

being the real estate market. However, how the real estate market differs from other

capital markets is that real estate traders cannot rely on online information only and

must inspect properties in person. Real estate transactions typically require a greater

degree of security than transactions with most other investments, as substantial funds

change hands in real estate transactions. Today’s contactless society born out of the

pandemic is hastening the digital transformation, giving rise to real estate trade and

investment systems that make use of blockchain technology.

FLIP Platform is a global real estate development and operation platform powered by

the blockchain technology Ethereum. FLIP Platform is a product of Project FLIP, an

enterprise by FLIP Corporation aimed at enabling global real estate developers and

operators to create revenue by better responding to the changes surrounding real

estate investment, advances brought on by blockchains and the metaverse, such as

greater transparency of transactions, faster transactions, and a push for the sharing

economy.

FLIP Corporation has regular stable income from commercial property leases in the

United States, and creates revenue through investment in luxury properties as guided by

some of the finest real estate brokers. It maintains a network of human resources within

the United States which assists its revenue creation by the recommendation and

implementation of valuable developments.

Its real estate developments are project-financed through a partnership with finance

companies and construction suppliers and start on modest capital and progress to

achieve maximized revenue. A common modality of real estate development

employed by FLIP Corporation involves purchasing commercial properties through

auctions and public sales at below market rates, remodeling the purchased properties,

and reselling them or leasing them out for revenue. FLIP Platform was made possible by

all those who invested in its creation, FLIP Corporation is building an investment model

of a virtuous cycle where a percentage of its revenue from real estate developments in

Korea and abroad, and from the resale of remodeled properties is distributed among

its investors.
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2.1 The Value of the FLIP Brand
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Project FLIP is the brainchild of real estate experts and platform experts of the highest

order, their roles bolstered by FLIP Corporation with its long history in the real estate

market of Korea, the United States, and other parts of the world. FLIP Corporation is a

class apart from the many startups jumping into property technology today. It has spent

over two decades in real estate brokerage and development and has been honing its

proptech capabilities all that time.

The blockchain-powered FLIP Platform is here. The transparent, fast, and efficient

transactions it enables in real estate brokerage and development and in real estate

financing will catapult FLIP Corporation as a leader of global property technology.



ESCP Business School’s report PropTech Global Trends 2021 indicates there were

1,724 proptech companies active in 64 countries as of 2021. There were 3,118

companies who invested in those proptech companies. Between 2000 and 2019, they

invested 84.4 billion USD in them. That is equivalent to around 100 trillion KRW, roughly

60 times the 1.691 trillion KRW which has been invested in Korean proptech companies

in the same period, as calculated by the Korea Proptech Forum. As PropTech Global

Trends 2021 only covered proptech companies of a certain size or larger, the gap

between the global proptech market and the Korean proptech market is likely greater

than what has been identified.
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2.2 Background

2.2.1 Expansion of the Proptech Markets

Figure 1. The World’s Property Technology
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Proptech companies first emerged in the United States in 1976. By the 2000s, there

were only about 100 of them globally, but their numbers grew exponentially in the

2010s by more than 10 times in around 10 years. The United States is the leader of the

global proptech market, with 990 of all proptech companies (60%) based in the United

States. The others that follow in proptech market leadership are the European Union at

153 companies, the United Kingdom at 119, India at 69, and China at 43.

The prominent market and consumer data company Statista valued the global

proptech market at 7.284 billion USD last year. Growth was temporarily curbed by the

pandemic, but experts agree that the global proptech market will soon reach 10 billion

USD in value. Their projection is in-line with the observed growth, from 475 million USD in

2013 to the 7 billion dollar mark in 2021, almost doubling in value each year.

Figure 2. Investment in Global Proptech
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Brokerage and rental are the two most developed aspects of the global proptech

market. Prime examples include the co-working space platform WeWork, the lodging

marketplace Airbnb, and the real estate marketplaces Zillow and Opendoor. WeWork

has accumulated 22.6 billion USD in invested capital and grown to account for a 25%

stake in the global proptech market. Airbnb follows at 4.4 billion USD. Real estate

brokerage businesses need to stay competitive, so the observed trend is that they are

broadening the range of services they offer to include appraisal, sale and purchase,

reinvestment, and loans. A number of real estate brokerage companies have grown

enough to be ranked as a unicorn (valued at 1 trillion+ KRW) or even a decacorn

(valued at 10 trillion+ KRW).

The proptech industry is growing in other pockets also, including real estate

management, project development, and investment and funding. The property

insurance provider Lemonade has recently been listed on the U.S. stock exchange, and

the cloud-based construction management software developer Procore has reached

over 5 trillion KRW in value. The commercial property rental management platform VTS,

Figure 3. Global Proptech Market Growth
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the home design, decoration, and renovation company Houzz, and the blockchain-

based real estate trading platform Imbrex are other growing in market presence.

Outside the United States, the proptech market is booming in China. Of the world’s 10

best-funded proptech companies, 5 are based in China, and 25% of all proptech

unicorns are Chinese companies. Experts attribute China’s flourishing proptech market

to the Chinese government’s startup support and funding by major companies.
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2.2.2 Diversity of Property Technology

The varied evolution of proptech is being aided by information and communications

technology. In particular, the AI-enhanced property recommendation service available

in Korea today is an improvement by leaps and bounds, no longer basing

recommendations just on the price, size, and household count of apartments for sale

but machine-learning such information as the user’s age and work location to match

buyers to their ideal homes, complete with all the neighborhood amenities they are

after.

Virtual reality and 3D technology are also driving the proptech market forward. One

proptech company has developed a technology which auto-extracts 2D images and

converts them into 3D virtual reality drawings. There are 3D and augmented reality

home interior simulators that let you decorate your home interior in a virtual environment.

Solutions such as these, when provided by makers of appliances, furniture, and interior

products, make for an effective tool for communication with customers.

Platforms for electronic real estate agreements are another notable development.

The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport of the Republic of Korea introduced

the system of electronic real estate agreement in 2016 to make transactions more

convenient by replacing complicated documentation processes with a simple online

certification process. This paved the way for proptech developers to build electronic

real estate agreement platforms. One proptech company launched an electronic

agreement platform designed for in-person agreements and allowing contract parties

to store their agreement documents in a convenient electronic format, and other real

estate brokerage platforms are offering apps for contactless electronic agreements.

Proptech is making its way into the construction industry as well. Construction

companies have been funding the development of such property technologies as AI-

enhanced design and automated 3D design. They have taken to setting up their model

structures, to be viewed by customers, in the metaverse, and many of them are using

virtual reality technology in the design and construction of apartments.

The “my data” trend observed in the financial services sector is being adopted in the

proptech market also. One proptech company has launched a solution which provides

access to all the documentation required for a real estate transaction in one place,
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including property titles and various certificates such as proof of income and property

values. User data also makes personal asset management services more efficient

through such functions as an automatic recommendation of real estate information,

including market rates.

As such, proptech allows consumers to clearly understand what kind of environment

they will be living in before completing a property transaction through advanced

features such as virtual reality simulation. The corporate world is no exception to the

current trend, with many large companies adopting information and communications

technology to boost work efficiency, develop advanced real estate technologies, and

expand their market presence.

With the government backing real estate markets with great growth potential and

dozens of large construction companies and proptech companies dedicated to

technology development, the future the proptech market is advancing towards can

only become brighter.

In view of the projected growth in digital real estate transactions as well as society’s

general shift towards the contactless business model due to the pandemic, experts

forecast proptech will make up the core of the real estate market going forward.

2.2.3 Digital Asset-backed Securities (DABS)

Sources in the investment banking (IB) sector confirmed on November 11, 2021, that

the Korea Real Estate Investment and Trust, the holder of the largest share of the Korean

real estate trust market, had recently entered into a trust agreement with the digital

asset exchange Huobi Korea for a strategic investment partnership and executed an

investment. While the exact value of the investment made is unknown, it is estimated

that the Korea Real Estate Investment and Trust now owns an 8% stake in Huobi Korea.

The partnership agreement is generating publicity because it is expected to see the

two contract parties take to the issue and supply of digital asset-backed securities, a

type of non-fungible token. Some are even predicting they will make a foray into the

metaverse business.
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What is a Digital Asset-backed Security?

Digital asset-backed securities allow the division and sale of the rights to revenue

generated by an item of real estate, such as revenue directly generated from the rental

or sale of real estate. DABS allows for different shares in real estate to be listed and

liquidated. The blockchain technology used in DABS transactions increase

transparency and grant the average investor improved market access. DABS are issued

and traded through asset exchange platforms.

How DABS Work

Real estate owners have their real estate assets appraised by a licensed property

appraiser and list their assets for sale on an exchange based on the appraisal received.

In this process, the property owner signs a management and disposition trust

agreement with a real estate investment trust (REIT) and transfers his property ownership

to the REIT. The REIT and a bank operate the property listed on the exchange based on

its appraised value. They attract potential investors with a prospectus on the listed

property and issue beneficiary certificates (DABS) to investors. Such DABS are then listed

on a separate DABS platform. The REIT operates the property listed on the exchange,

and the DABS platform is operated by a platform operator.

Figure 4. How DABS Work
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Investors use a mobile app to search properties listed on exchanges, and trade

shares in the properties they want, just as the way shares are traded on the stock market.

All transactions are made secure with blockchain technology. All transaction processes

are recorded by exchanges and banks as electronic securities. A DABS exchange can

be understood as an REIT, which trades properties in real-time the way shares are

traded, that has been enhanced with digital blockchain functions.

As the Financial Investment Services and Capital Markets Act of the Republic of Korea

defines DABS as a beneficiary certificate, DABS cannot be operated without the

approval of the financial authorities. However, at present there is a regulatory sandbox

in place in Korea, known as the Innovative Financial Services, which is allowing

companies to engage in business activities involving the issue of DABS and transactions

conducted on platforms without the approval stipulated by the Financial Investment

Services and Capital Markets Act for the time being.

Legislation Exception

Clause 1 of Article 110 of the 
Financial Investment Services 
and Capital Markets Act

Permission of the issue of beneficiary certificates 
pursuant to real estate trust agreements

Article 373 of the Financial 
Investment Services and 
Capital Markets Act

Recognition of exceptions to exchange permit 
requirements in the establishment of exchange 
platforms

Article 11 of the Financial 
Investment Services and 
Capital Markets Act

Recognition of exceptional instances of approval of 
investment marketing businesses in the brokerage of 
securities transactions

How a DABS and an REIT Differ

In the large picture, a DABS and an REIT are similar. The main difference is that one

issues shares in the real estate assets themselves, while the other issues shares in the

company owning the real estate assets. An REIT is a company which owns properties. By

purchasing and owning shares in an REIT, an investor gives funds to that REIT in trust,

which is invested in the REIT’s properties through an asset management company. In

this sense, an REIT is a modality of indirect investment. On the other hand, by

purchasing DABS an investor acquires shares in the properties to which those DABS are
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allocated, becoming entitled to dividends of revenue generated by those properties.

DABS investors can choose the properties they want to invest in. DABS are also more

accessible than REITs because they allow small investments. On DABS exchange

platforms where DABS are traded, investors can view property details on a provided

user interface before making investments.

2.2.4 Blockchain Technology and NFT Technology

Cryptocurrency, blockchains, non-fungible tokens (NFT), and the metaverse are some

of the mega trends to have impacted the industries in recent years. Life as we know it is

becoming increasingly digitalized. This phenomenon is referred to as the digital

transformation, and one of its key elements is the change in the way we buy and sell

commodities.

One of the challenges in real estate investment is the resources it takes to transfer

property ownership, namely time and money. Those who have experienced it will know

that huge amounts of documentation are required for the purchase of real estate. This is

where NFTs come in handy. By using NFTs, real estate transactions can be simplified to

just a few steps that take just a few minutes to complete to take over ownership of the

purchased property.

Digital transactions have always been prone to cybercrime, but blockchain

technology and NFT technology can provide heightened transaction security and data

integrity. NFTs combined with blockchain technology enable the allotment of sole

ownership of digital assets, in which the tracking function of blockchain technology

facilitates the tracking and sale of NFTs. In the context of real estate transactions, NFTs

and blockchain technology make the transfer of assets much easier and simpler for

both sellers and buyers. Above all, there is no need for the cumbersome property

inspection and documentation preparation required with obtaining a home loan from

a bank, as loans can be obtained through decentralized finance, which blockchain

technology also enables. Loans can also be obtained through traditional finance

avenues.
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Michael Arrington, the founder of the online tech newspaper TechCrunch and one of

the TIME Magazine-named The Most Influential People of 2008, listed his apartment as

NFTs on the real estate transaction platform Propy in May 2021 and sold it for over

93,000 USD. Another notable instance is Prometheus Real Estate Group’s sale of two

luxury homes in Portugal in cryptocurrency. It guaranteed ownership of the properties

through NFTs. Examples such as these demonstrate the potential of the use and growth

of the NFT in real estate trade.

NFT-enhanced property investment and trade will no doubt transform the real estate

industry. With NFTs, it takes just a few minutes to transfer property ownership, a

revolutionary contrast to the average lengths of time it now takes to buy and sell

properties. NFTs will soon become an ideal instrument of real estate trade and

investment.

Figure 5. How the FLIP Real Estate NFT Trade System Works

2.2.5 Virtual Reality Technology and 3D Technology

Property technology is changing the way real estate information is conveyed.

Through advanced technologies such as 3D rendering and virtual reality, key details of

properties can be communicated effectively and realistically. With the pandemic

driving more buyers to browse properties online rather than in person, the tech trend in

real estate information communication is getting stronger.
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Virtual reality allows buyers on the market for a house to inspect listings without visiting

them in person. Apartment listing in Korea now comes with a 3D apartment complex

tour allowing potential buyers to have a 3D tour of the apartment complex where a unit

they are interested in is located. The 3D tour includes a tour of individual floors and units.

Sample properties consisting entirely of computer graphics can now provide the

same experience as viewing the real thing. This kind of property technology is not a

supplement; it is a full substitute. It reduces costs by 30% to 40% as compared to

building a real sample property, and the waste of resources that occurs with the

construction and subsequent demolition of a sample property is entirely avoided,

meaning that property technology is kind to the environment.

Figure 6. Inclination to Use Mobile 3D or VR Real Estate Information

Figure 7. Service Screen, “Ontact Partners” App

Under 
20s 30s 40s 50s 60s+ All

Yes 91.9% 95.9% 94.1% 95.3% 93.9% 94.8%

Neutral/
Average 8.1% 3.5% 4.6% 4.0% 3.0% 4.2%

No 0.0% 0.6% 1.3% 0.7% 3.0% 1.0%
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A 3D tour function for a virtual inspection of apartment units and complexes has been

developed for FLIP Platform and is currently under testing. It will provide a user

experience that is a remarkable advance from the average VR property tour, as well as

an inspection of the inside of a property, users will be able to take a 3D virtual tour of

the apartment building and the entire apartment complex. This will allow visitors to get

a panoramic view of the general scenery. Given the scenery outside of a window varies

by floor and unit in an apartment building, FLIP Platform's virtual 3D tour function will

give visitors a good view of what they can expect to see from specific locations inside

an apartment building or complex.

Figure 8. A Look Inside a Virtual Model House

2.2.6 The Metaverse

“Meta-” meaning “to transcend” or “beyond,” the metaverse is a virtual world where

reality and advanced technology, including 3D virtual technology, are combined to

produce an immersive user experience. Advances in 5G technology and virtual reality

and augmented reality technology are establishing the metaverse as a sphere of

leisure activities and economic activities. The metaverse is not just for gaming, social

media, or such leisure pursuits. As a result of the online experiences it can provide, the

metaverse is becoming embedded in real life in such areas as economy, society, and

culture. The metaverse and its associated markets will snowball in value over time.
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A market research company Strategy Analytics has predicted that the metaverse will

reach a value of 280 billion USD by 2025, over six times what it is worth today.

PricewaterhouseCoopers expects the global impact of extended reality technology to

reach 476.4 billion USD in value by 2025.

In the metaverse, things not possible in reality are possible. The metaverse is a step

up from virtual reality. If virtual reality is detached from reality, the metaverse is an

extension of reality. Users can engage in all kinds of activities connected to reality in

the metaverse through their avatars. The metaverse is no longer the pipe dream people

once made it out to be. The advanced technologies we have available today,

including artificial intelligence, virtual reality, augmented reality, extended reality,

head-mounted displays, and digital twinning, put the metaverse we envision within

grasp.

The real estate market will also benefit from the metaverse when property trade starts

taking place within it.

Figure 9. Tech-flow into the Metaverse
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FLIP Corporation will combine the online and offline elements of real estate trade in

the metaverse to take consumer experience of its real estate services to

unprecedented heights. By logging on to FLIP Platform, users will be able to make direct

and diversified investments in all types of property.

Figure 10. A Lotte E&C Building Created on the Metaverse Platform Metapolis



The little to no change in market values of real estate assets can be an advantage.

One such advantage is that it has little to no psychological impact on investors. The

only thing is some investors may tire of not seeing notable returns on their investments

because of the little to no market change. However, the present is a different story as

properties are currently soaring in price. But, over the long term it is those periods

without any market change that feel the longest, and during property value spikes it is

those investors who rode out market downturns and stagnancy that reap the benefits.

To generate revenue from real estate investment for being a step closer to achieving

economic freedom, do not fixate on short-term returns but aim for long-term cash flow.

Real estate produces zero returns before sale, and you stand to lose a lot of money if a

property you own happens to drop in price. Real estate investment should be stabilized

over the long term by increasing cash flow from rentals, so you can survive any market

downturns.

Deflation greatly increases the risk associated with property ownership or investment,

and expert assistance with the management of such risk will be required.
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3.1 The Problems with the Traditional Real Estate Framework

3.1.1 Market Change and Deflation

3. Problem Statement

There are shares you can buy for under a dollar per share. On the other hand, no

matter what leverage you have at your disposal, investing in real estate requires capital

in the tens to hundreds of thousands. That means you will not be able to purchase a

property until you have enough money, and if you invest the money you saved up in a

property that you find out later is less than ideal, all that money you invested is shut up

in that property. Given that property investment is expensive, it therefore requires a

conservative approach involving as much research and planning as possible.

3.2.2 Real Estate Purchase or Investment is Expensive
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3.2.3 Geography is a Huge Barrier

Geography is no factor when it comes to investing in shares. You can do all the

research online and buy domestic or foreign shares from the comfort of your home. On

the other hand, you can collect a reasonable amount of information online when it

comes to real estate, but to get a contract for a property you must physically go where

it is located. In many cases the information available on the internet will not be enough

for you to accurately judge the value of a property, so you will need to make an in-

person visit in this case also. If you are someone living outside the United States who

wishes to invest in real estate in the United States, you stand to spend a great deal of

time and money on inspecting potential investment opportunities, if you choose to

make that commitment. That is how geography is a significant factor in real estate

investment.

3.2.4 Poor Liquidity

There can be times in life when you suddenly need a large sum of money. At such

times, you will not be able to count on real estate assets for liquidity. To sell a property,

you will be waiting several months at the least. If your property is in an unpopular

location, you may even wait several years to get it sold, if ever. Getting it sold faster

means you may have to settle for less than what it is worth. This can be a huge

disadvantage for investors.

Before investing in real estate, consider its poor liquidity and proceed accordingly

and with caution. The goal is to increase your assets over the long-term by not selling

but holding on to them.

3.2.5 Laws and Regulations

Most people do not have a good understanding of the legal and regulatory side of

real estate purchase and investment. As the laws around real estate are constantly

changing, the risk you assume in a legal or regulatory sense increases with the value of

a property you purchase or invest in.
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3.2.6 Property Ownership Takes Work

Once you purchase a property, you must maintain that property and the land it sits

on to maintain its value. Many property owners are stressed by property maintenance

requirements and spend a lot of time on meeting renters’ demands.

The blockchain-enhanced FLIP Platform will resolve all these issues surrounding real

estate investment and trade.



As examined above, one way to invest in real estate is through REITs. Put simply, an

REIT allows multiple investors to invest in a property that generates cash flow. Such cash

flow is divided among the investors according to their investment shares. A margin

occurring from the sale of a property is also divided among the investors according to

investment shares. REITs can be traded as a fund or even listed as an exchange-traded

fund, which allows them to be traded like shares. This creates the opportunity to invest in

real estate with smaller funds.

FLIP Corporation is currently building an REIT platform that will help real estate buyers

and investors source funds. As most people obtain a loan to buy a property, FLIP REIT

Platform will compare the interest rates and financing terms and conditions offered by a

customer’s main bank and other banks to recommend suitable loan products. Once a

loan transaction is completed, FLIP Corporation will collect a fee from the financial

institution the customer obtained the loan from. FLIP REIT Platform will provide real estate

consumers with a range of financial service recommendations.

Bad credit is a common issue affecting many real estate transactions no matter

where in the world they take place and most real estate transactions require a

guarantor. FLIP REIT Platform will enable its users to start investing in real estate faster by

bypassing the usual hurdles.
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4.1 The FLIP Brand of Real Estate Solutions

4.1.1 FLIP REIT Platform

4. FLIP Solution

FLIP Marketplace, the strongest of all the offerings of FLIP Corporation, only collects a

fee from sellers once a real estate transaction is completed. It does not charge a fee

every time a seller starts a listing as is customary with other real estate trade platforms.

Users of FLIP Marketplace can inspect properties in 3D bird’s eye view, saving them the

trouble of having to make a trip to the properties’ locations. All contracts for

transactions taking place on FLIP Marketplace are electronically signed. FLIP

Marketplace is a one-stop solution for real estate trade where properties are searched

and inspected, buyers and sellers negotiate and then sign a sale and purchase

4.1.2. FLIP Marketplace
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agreement, and titles for purchased properties are transferred. Many FLIP Marketplace

users are real estate brokers. They list their inventories on FLIP Marketplace for potential

buyers to inspect.

FLIP Corporation wants to make FLIP Marketplace the smartest solution it can be,

providing every user with at least 10 to 20 property recommendations. Accordingly, FLIP

Corporation is furthering the artificial intelligence technology which powers FLIP

Marketplace. FLIP Marketplace is currently being upgraded to use artificial intelligence

to analyze past transactions, locations, notarial documentation, and tax information.

Once upgraded, it will also be able to provide property appraisals. To prevent users

from making multiple listings for a single property, FLIP Marketplace monitors and tracks

property owners’ unique identification information such as taxpayer identification

numbers.

FLIP Marketplace offers incentives designed to encourage users to purchase

properties on it. Real estate brokers who complete a transaction on FLIP Marketplace

receive a reward.

4.1.3. FLIP Real Estate Trade Network

FLIP Corporation provides a wide range of networking services to help people make

earnings through property transactions.

- FLIP Cloud

Access to data and services related to property transactions completed through

FLIP real estate solutions

- FLIP Connector

Handling of property sale and purchase agreements through FLIP real estate

solutions

- FLIP Cluster

Cluster analysis of user needs based on user searches to make property

recommendations or provide analyses of investment conditions
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- FLIP Render

Rendering of properties for users to inspect online

4.1.4. FLIP Interior, FLIP Moving

Customers moving into a property they purchased or who will be renting can use

FLIP’s interior and moving services.



FLIP Corporation incorporates innovative digital technologies into real estate

investment in creating platforms for real estate development, operation, and

investment that can be accessed by global users. Platforms developed by FLIP

Corporation will enable global users to engage in real estate development, operation,

and investment as follows.
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4.2 Merits of FLIP Real Estate Solutions

- Comparative analysis of market conditions

- Identification of locations for short- and long-term investment and the available

properties in such locations (in-person inspection of properties available)

- Environmental analysis of investment locations and analysis of development

environments

- Formation of economic strategies for investment, operation, and sale

4.2.1 U.S. Mainstream Luxury Property Market Consulting

- A network of agents specializing in luxury properties helps achieve cost reduction

- High earnings from remodeling or rebuilding

- Income generation through property management

- Calculated timing and sale at optimal prices for maximized revenue

4.2.2 Successful Asset Operation

- A network of the top 1% of the mainstream real estate agents in the U.S. helps

achieve expert marketing of luxury properties

- Consignment sales and joint sales are an option

4.2.3 Expert Marketing of Luxury Properties

4.2.4 Expert Risk Analysis

Real estate investments and transactions are analyzed to minimize the risk associated

with the investments and transactions to take place.



Purchase of a retail space, office building, or multi-unit apartment at 5 million to 20

million USD through a local entity. The local entity operates the property and annual

rental earnings are issued to investors in monthly dividends. The property can be

remodeled and sold for a margin.
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4.3 Application of FLIP Real Estate Solutions

4.3.1 U.S Commercial Real Estate Investment

Liquidity recovery (tapering and higher central bank interest rates) occurring in the

United States since the outset of the pandemic can drive property prices down.

Foreclosed properties can be purchased at a competitive price through negotiations

with the title holder (a bank or lender), to be remodeled and sold for a margin or rented

out.

4.3.2. Flipover of Foreclosed Properties

Project sites are identified through contacts in the United States such as real estate

agencies, and properties are built to be sold for a margin or rented out.

4.3.3. U.S. Real Estate Development

Project sites are selected for the development of properties such as apartments,

residential complexes, officetels, and commercial buildings. Project financing through

partnership with finance companies and building companies get the properties built

with modest initial funding, to be sold for a margin or rented out.

4.3.4 Korean Real Estate Development

FLIP Corporation’s in-house auction and public sale experts identify the investment

value of properties available for purchase through auctions and public sales. Properties

are purchased at a competitive price, to be remodeled to be sold for a margin or

rented out.

4.3.5. Purchase of Korean Real Estate Through Auctions and Public Sales
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4.3.6. Commercial Real Estate Investment

Commercial properties are appraised primarily based on location and based on

land area, building attributes, and rate of return. Purchases or investments are made

and the properties are remodeled at a good time to be sold for a margin or rented out.



FLIX is FLIP Corporation’s token, issued through the Ethereum mainnet. Fully supported

by Ethereum, a blockchain highly compatible with global exchanges and recognized

for its speed and technology, FLIX is the basic unit of trade used across all FLIP solutions.
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5.1 FLIP (FLIX) Token

5.1.1 FLIX

5. FLIP Blockchain Technology

FLIX is FLIP Corporation’s token for global transactions. FLIX is issued through the

Ethereum mainnet and traded on FLIP Platform.

Ethereum is a decentralized computing platform which uses blockchain technology

to enable smart agreements. The currency used on Ethereum is “ether,” a type of

cryptocurrency similar to bitcoin. The currency code of ether is ETH.

Like bitcoin, ether is a prominent cryptocurrency, but how ether critically differs from

bitcoin is the range of its application. While bitcoin’s function is primarily that of a

currency, resulting in bitcoin’s wide use in transactions and trades, ether draws from

blockchain technology and is highly expandable, enabling transparency in a wide

range of activities, including transactions, agreements, social media use, emailing, and

online voting. In addition to providing the cryptocurrency ether, Ethereum functions as

a platform on which any user can create and use decentralized applications (dApps). It

supports most of the major programming languages, including C++, Java, Python,

and Go[9], but its default programming language is Solidity, a derivative of JavaScript.

5.1.2 Ethereum

FLIP Corporation uses a dual-blockchain technology. It uses ERC-20 tokens for

transactions and has adopted the blockchain application platform FINL Chain for

internal use. FINAL Chain was chosen for its compatibility with Ethereum in global

expansions and because the FINL Chain mainnet offers features that optimally support

FLIP Corporation’s internal use of blockchain technology for development and other

activities.
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The purpose of Ethereum is to create alternative protocols for the development of

decentralized applications. Key areas of Ethereum’s focus are the provision of

alternative programming methods suitable for large-scale decentralized applications,

accelerated developments, security for small applications and applications that are

infrequently used, and effective interaction between applications.

Ethereum achieves its various functions as a blockchain built in the Turing-complete

programming language Solidity. Anyone can use Solidity to create smart contracts and

decentralized applications, and configure such settings as rules of ownership,

transaction formats, and state transition functions.

On Ethereum, Namecoin can be coded in about two lines, and protocols related to

currencies and reputation systems can be coded in up to 20 lines. Smart contracts, a

type of encryption box that stores a value to be released only when certain conditions

are met, can also be created on Ethereum.

It has been noted that transactions on Ethereum are on the slower side, at 12 to 15

TPS. Other blockchain systems based on PoS and DPoS that are active today are

threatening Ethereum’s dominance with their larger processing capacities. Ethereum’s

low transaction speed is an issue that cannot be overlooked as Ethereum at its core is a

general-purpose computing platform. Network overloading is a frequent occurrence on

Ethereum. Attempts to resolve the transaction speed issue will be made during

Ethereum’s upgrade to 2.0, by instituting PoS as the consensus algorithm.

FINL Chain is a blockchain system developed by a security solutions developer who

has supplied the Ministry of Defense of the Republic of Korea with a whitelist-based

blocking solution. The FINL Chain platform is an expandable and safe smart contract

platform that uses the algorithms hash, round robin, and delegated proof of reputation.

It has been received as a next-generation blockchain platform that can be a

replacement for other unstable blockchain platforms. FINL Chain is being used in large

numbers of projects around the world. Because it is an open source system, both the

5.2 FLIP Blockchain Technology

5.2.1 FINL Chain
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public blockchain service and private blockchain service provided on FINL Chain are

in BaaS format. The optimal blockchain technology for FLIP solutions is sourced from FINL

Chain. The very developers of FINL Chain are engaged on FLIP Corporation’s

blockchain technology activities.

FLIP Corporation’s blockchain system draws from the accelerating function of FINL

Chain for optimal network performance. Logs on blockchain activities are generated

and stored instantly and securely.

* Round Robin

- Speed enhancement through sequential distribution (optimization)

* PRR (Peer Reliability Rate)

- Speed enhancement through algorithm-based search for the fastest network

Figure 11. The FLIP Blockchain Structure (with FINL Chain)
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5.2.2 FLIP Block Chain

Blockchain transaction enhancement technology coupled with large-scale

decentralized computing optimized for FLIP solutions

* Background

- A high-performance blockchain is required to ensure a smooth operation even

when transactions volumes spike

* Solution

- An accelerator module drawing from FINL Chain technology and optimized for FLIP

solutions achieves system performance enhancement through classification and

consensus of transactions

Figure 12. Real Estate Trade Using the FLIP Blockchain



FLIP solutions are a platform for marketing both residential and commercial properties.
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6.1 The FLIP Business Model

6.1.1 Property Marketing Platform

6. FLIP Business Model

FLIP solutions enable property owners to manage their properties conveniently.

Properties can be managed as rentals and assets, and property owners are provided

with a custom property management service that includes property maintenance and

account charges navigation.

6.1.2 Property Management Solution

Figure 13. Property Marketing Using FLIP Solutions 
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Figure 14. Rental Property Management Using FLIP Solutions

6.1.3 Shared Property Service

The market for shared properties is huge, with homes, offices, kitchens, parking lots,

beauty salons, and other properties included in the range of shared properties

available. Users of FLIP Corporation’s shared property service are provided with a

personalized service that allows them to get the most out of their shared property and

helps them network with neighboring residents or businesses.

Figure 15. Shared Property Service Source: WeWork
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Figure 16. 3D Property Viewer

FLIP 3D & Meta Viewer supports 3D, AR, and VR viewing to give viewers a wholly real

and full-scale experience of properties, without the restrictions of time and space. By

building models that are an exact twin of real properties in a virtual environment, a

dramatic reduction of various costs can be achieved while providing potential buyers

with an online property inspection that does not fall short of a real-life viewing in any

way. Potential buyers can inspect and consider properties they otherwise would not be

able to because of geographic limitations. They can also browse the interior options

available using the virtual model house function.

6.1.4 3D & Meta Viewer Solution (3D & META Solution/XR(AR/MR/VR))



- Real estate solutions for trade and analysis without the restrictions of time and space

- Expansion-oriented solutions designed to help all property marketers generate

revenue

- Reliable and secure transaction history management and billing thanks to

blockchain technology & incentives and rewards for users

- Monitoring of property market activities and transactions

- AI-powered automated comparative analysis of properties

- Real estate service expertise of trained and qualified professionals

- Monitoring of property prices to provide users with the ideal environment for

property searches

- A range of real estate service platforms and solutions based on SaaS, IaaS, and

PaaS, with new ones always on the horizon
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6.2 FLIP is Special
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7.1 FLIP Token Information

7. FLIP Token Economy

Figure 17. Token Information 

- Total Supply : 2,000,000,000 FLIX

- Token Name : FLIP Token

- Token Simbol : FLIX

- Token Type : ERC-20 (Etherium)
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7.2 FLIP Token Economy

Figure 18. Token Economy

The cryptocurrency FLIX can be used across all FLIP real estate solutions. (See

Chapter 4. FLIP Solutions.)

7.2.1 FLIX and FLIP Solutions

FLIX earned from real estate transactions and as rewards can be stored in FLIXWallet

and used for various transactions. FLIXWallet gives users access to all the reward

programs and solutions offered by FLIP Corporation.

7.2.2 FLIXWallet

FLIX wallet
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8. The FLIP Roadmap 

Figure 19. The FLIP Roadmap
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9. Members

- Nizhny's CEO (Online Shopping Mall)

- General Director of STDNC Co., Ltd.

(Real estate development and trade)

- Barun Planning Director (specialized sales agency)

- Director of SRitz Co., Ltd.

(specialized company for public auction)

Yongho Shin
Founder / Chief Executive Officer

- CEO of SRD Co., Ltd. 

(management consulting company)

- CEO of SRitz Co., Ltd.

(specialized auction company)

- Direct auction of 20 items for auction / 

80 cases of successful bid consulting

Yongduk Shin
Founder / Chief Operating Officer

- Former CEO of Designroy Co., Ltd.

- Current CEO of INEX C&DHosted about 10 domestic 

blockchain projects from 2017 to 2018Hosted

- 2018-2020 Vietnam Thailand Blockchain ICO 

Conference

Sungchan Park
Founder / Chief Technology Officer

- Luxury Real Estate Marketing in California, USA (10+ years)

- Kukbo Design Co., Ltd. 

: Headquarters and Vietnam branch work

- Aden T&M : Xiamen, China (Building Materials)

- Hanlim E&C Co., Ltd. 

: Field work at Abu Dhabi nuclear power plant

- Sphero Global Co., Ltd. : Head of Distribution Business

- Current Brand Market Director

: Social Media Influencer Marketing

Steve Jung
Founder / Chief Project Officer
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10. Partnership
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11. Disclaimers

1. This whitepaper has been prepared by FLIP Corporation Ltd. to provide general

information about Project FLIP and the FLIX token (hereinafter referred to as “the FLIX

Token”), under development as of the time of this whitepaper’s preparation.

2. FLIP Global Pte. Ltd. Is a corporation based in Singapore that was established

specifically in pursuit of the FLIX Token and the FLIP service solutions described in this

whitepaper.

3. The FLIX Token will be initially used for Project FLIP. FLIP Platform is currently under

planning and development by FLIP Corporation Ltd. Project FLIP, the FLIX Token, and

all related FLIP solutions are still under development. Their technical and legal

particulars are subject to change according to decisions made as development

progresses. The contents of this whitepaper reflects only that which was valid at the

time of its release. As per this disclosure, all parties making a purchase

acknowledge that they understand what has been disclosed. The decision to

purchase remains the sole responsibility of the purchasing party.

4. Project FLIP, the FLIX Token, and all related FLIP solutions are complex in their

configuration and over time will require upgrades of function and service. The time

required for such functional or service upgrades may be longer than what has been

planned. Completion of any developments, including such upgrades, cannot be

guaranteed through this whitepaper. FLIP Corporation Ltd. and its officials and

employees do not provide any guarantees whatsoever with respect to the

schedules and particulars concerning developments. A subsidiary to be placed in

charge of developments and/or operations related to Project FLIP can be

established in the future if necessary.

5. To identify any uncertainties or ambiguities in the contents of this whitepaper in a

technical, legal, or financial context, and to avoid potential disputes, the contents

of this whitepaper must be understood accurately. Parties seeking to make any

decisions or take any actions in relation to the contents of this whitepaper must

obtain an advance consultation from a qualified expert. This whitepaper contains

no particulars that are legally binding. This whitepaper does not constitute an

investment prospectus; an offer for investment, purchase, sale, or securities trade;

an incentive for an offer; or a commitment to, a representation of, or a guarantee of
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any performance. This whitepaper is not a business plan or a business proposal. It

shall not be interpreted as an investment proposal or solicitation in any legal

jurisdictions. The FLIX Token shall not be understood or interpreted as an opportunity

for purchasing parties to use products and services related to FLIP Project with the

aim of obtaining investment returns, profit, or any kind of revenue in part or entirety.

This whitepaper wholly reflects the plans in place for Project FLIP in its contents.

Where a discrepancy arises between two instances of communication, old and new,

the instance of new communication may take precedence.

6. No party is obligated to conclude a contract or a legally binding agreement in

relation to the sale or purchase of the FLIX Token based on this whitepaper. Any form

of agreement for the sale of the FLIX Token and other such activities can take place

in accordance with a specifically prepared contract. In any instances where a

contract, investment, purchase, or transaction is decided, this whitepaper cannot

serve as a basis or be deferred to in a legal context.

7. In instances where a contract for the purchase of the FLIX Token and other such

activities or a contract of another nature is to be concluded between FLIP

Corporation Ltd. and another party, the conditions and particulars specified in such

a contract shall be defined in writing, including and not limited to terms and

conditions of FLIX Token sale made available on a website for private sales, ICO, or

IEO, by the contract parties. This whitepaper does not constitute the conditions or

particulars of any such contract. Where a discrepancy between any such contract

and this whitepaper is noted, the contract shall take precedence.

8. FLIP Corporation Ltd. supplies the FLIX Token for use in relation to Project FLIP. The FLIX

Token can become zero in value at any time, and FLIP Corporation Ltd. does not

guarantee any cashability of the FLIX Token. The FLIX Token is a utility token

constituting a cryptocurrency or a digital asset, and does not constitute a legal

currency, legal tender, bond, security, share, derivative, or another such item; the

FLIX Token shall not be categorized, interpreted, or treated as any such items.

9. FLIP Corporation Ltd. and its officials and employees do not supply this whitepaper

as a guarantee of any value of the FLIX Token or of any principal amounts of

payment made for the purchase of the FLIX Token. FLIP Corporation Ltd. and its
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officials and employees are not liable to make any form of compensation for any

financial loss or damage, debt included, as well as any non-financial loss or

damage and any and all types of tangible and intangible loss and damage,

including and not limited to loss of data, occurring in relation to the information

about Project FLIP and the FLIX Token supplied in this whitepaper.

10. Every effort was made by FLIP Corporation Ltd. and its officials and employees to

reference sources they believed were reliable at the time of preparing the

information supplied in this whitepaper, but the accuracy, completeness, or

propriety of the information supplied in this whitepaper is neither declared nor

guaranteed. The contents of this whitepaper can be changed in the future, but FLIP

Corporation Ltd. and its officials and employees are not liable for its revision,

modification, or renewal. This whitepaper is not intended for citizens or residents of a

country, state, or another region of jurisdiction in which the distribution or display of

whitepapers on business utilizing blockchains or the distribution or use of tokens is

prohibited. Individuals who are a citizen or resident of a country in which the

purchase, public offering, or trade of cryptocurrencies is prohibited or restricted by

law are not eligible to acquire the FLIX Token.

11. This document cannot be reproduced, distributed, or published in part or entirety in

jurisdictions where the method of token issuance described in this document is

prohibited or otherwise controlled. Individuals who access this whitepaper

automatically and unequivocally acknowledge their full understanding of all of its

contents, the disclaimer included, as well as the good faith it was created in.

12. The contents of this whitepaper have not been reviewed, inspected, or approved

by any regulatory authorities in any jurisdictions. In instances where a discrepancy

arises between interpretations of this whitepaper, the English version shall take

precedence. This document shall not be reproduced, distributed, or published in

part or entirety for any purpose without the approval of FLIP Corporation Ltd. and its

officials and employees. This document cannot be reproduced, distributed, or

published in part or entirety in jurisdictions where the method of token issuance

described in this document is prohibited or otherwise controlled.
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12. Legal Notice

This whitepaper was created to provide general and specific information, including

information that constitutes a roadmap, about FLIP Corporation and Project FLIP. This

whitepaper is not intended to encourage investment or contracting, nor intended as a

suggestion of the purchase or acquisition of shares, equities, securities, liabilities, rentals,

or other such items. Frequent changes in related policies, laws, regulations,

technologies, economies, and other such factors as is customary may render the

contents of this whitepaper inaccurate, unreliable, or lacking finality. This whitepaper is

subject to ongoing update. This whitepaper contains progress-related particulars which

can be perceived as information about future undertakings and financial

achievements or as projections. Where applicable, such particulars can be identified

by the presence of terms such as "prediction," "anticipation," “projection,” "intention,"

"plan," "judgment," "seek," "forecast," "planned,” and "purpose." With respect to such

particulars, this whitepaper is provided as a reference only. Any and all policies and

technologies specified in this whitepaper are subject to modification, correction, and

update.

FLIP Corporation and its officials and employees are not in any way liable for the

accuracy or validity of the contents of this whitepaper. It is hereby made clear that the

contents of this whitepaper alone should not be relied on as a guide to making any

purchases. This whitepaper recommends that purchasers and investors undertake due

diligence ahead of making any commitments. FLIP Corporation and its officials and

employees are not liable for any loss resulting from investment or for any compensation

for such loss. The issue of the FLIX Token is wholly distinct from any revenue or loss that

occurs as a result.
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13. Anti-Money Laundering

FLIP Corporation Ltd. operates an internal anti-money laundering monitoring system

to achieve a transparent trade environment. Where the source of funding is unclear or

money laundering is suspected, the account in question and related accounts may be

frozen from engaging in transactions, including purchases and sales. FLIP Corporation’s

DeFi platform monitors and responds to money laundering risks in real-time as

presented by customer types, cash transactions, and decentralized transactions.
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14. Know Your Customer Policy

FLIP Corporation is building a risk management database system designed to identify

individuals and organizations that are under surveillance as a risk of financial crime or

extortion.

Every party registering as a user on any of FLIP Corporation’s websites undergoes

customer due diligence. Customer due diligence identifies a user’s name and resident

registration number. In instances where the risk of money laundering is great, the user’s

address, contact information, and other personal details are identified to verify

ownership information. Users classed as a high-risk user undergo rigorous verification

which includes the verification of financial transaction purpose, funding sources, and

other particulars. Users identified to be connected to criminal or terrorist activities can

be instantly denied registration.
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15. Combating the Financing of Terrorism

Users of FLIP solutions must acknowledge that their use of FLIP solutions will not be

connected to any instances of financing of terrorism. Users must acknowledge the FLIX

Token cannot be sold, exchanged, or otherwise disposed of for the purpose of

financing of terrorism.
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